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Abstract: Energy-maximising control has proven to be of fundamental aid in the pathway
towards commercialisation of wave energy conversion technology. The WEC control problem is
based upon the design of a suitable control law capable of maximising energy extraction from
the wave resource, while effectively minimising any risk of component damage. A particularly
well-established family of WEC controllers is based upon a composite structure, where an
optimal velocity reference is generated via direct optimal control procedures, followed by a
suitable tracking control strategy. This paper presents the design and synthesis of a second order
sliding mode controller to attain a reference tracking for a wave energy system. The presented
approach can inherently handle parameter uncertainty in the model, which is ubiquitous within
hydrodynamic modelling procedures. Furthermore, the proposed sliding mode controller has
relatively mild computational requirements, and finite-time convergence to the designed surface,
hence being an ideal candidate for real-time energy-maximising control of WEC systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Successful commercialisation of wave energy conversion
(WEC) systems is inherently linked to the availability
of control technology, capable of lowering the associated
levelised cost of energy (LCoE) via maximisation of the
energy absorbed by the device from the incoming wave
field (Korde and Ringwood, 2016; Ringwood, 2020). Such
an objective is commonly formalised in terms of an appro-
priate optimal control problem (OCP), which attempts to
increase the capabilities of the WEC device in terms of
energy performance, via its corresponding power take-off
(PTO) actuator system, while consistently guaranteeing
satisfaction of physical limitations (Faedo et al., 2020a).

A variety of direct optimal control methods found their
way into the wave energy field, aiming to provide consis-
tent numerical solutions to the associated OCP, ranging
from relatively standard techniques, such as model pre-
dictive control (Hals et al., 2011), to families of tailored
discretisations (see e.g. Bacelli and Ringwood (2014); Her-
ber and Allison (2013); Li (2017); Genest and Ringwood
(2016); Faedo et al. (2021a)). Within these latter fami-
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lies of methods, strategies capable of providing efficient
solutions to the WEC OCP can be found, guaranteeing
a well-posed solution, even under consideration of nonlin-
ear WEC dynamics, while exhibiting low computational
requirements.

Though effectively capable of producing an optimal law,
virtually all direct optimal control-based methods are im-
plemented based on a two-level control architecture (see
e.g. Faedo et al. (2017); Genest and Ringwood (2016)), as
schematically depicted in Fig. 1. In particular, the outer
loop acts as a ‘trajectory generator’, typically providing
an optimal energy-maximising velocity profile on a regular
time interval, based upon an estimate of the so-called wave
excitation (i.e. the force exerted on the device due to the
incoming wave field), while the inner loop is in charge
of effectively tracking the computed reference in real-
time 1 . Given the inherent complexity behind hydrody-
namic WEC modelling, the presence of uncertainty within
control-oriented models is effectively ubiquitous, specifi-
cally with respect to certain physical parameters (Giorgi
et al., 2020). As such, robust control strategies, capable of
guaranteeing consistent tracking of the computed optimal
motion profile, are crucial within the inner level of the
corresponding control architecture, being hence able to

1 This resembles the wind energy case, where a rotational velocity
setpoint is determined from incident wind speed, optimal tip/speed
ratio, and blade pitch (see e.g. (Ringwood and Simani, 2015))
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guaranteeing consistent tracking of the computed optimal
motion profile, are crucial within the inner level of the
corresponding control architecture, being hence able to

1 This resembles the wind energy case, where a rotational velocity
setpoint is determined from incident wind speed, optimal tip/speed
ratio, and blade pitch (see e.g. (Ringwood and Simani, 2015))
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increase the capabilities of the WEC device in terms of
energy performance, via its corresponding power take-off
(PTO) actuator system, while consistently guaranteeing
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A variety of direct optimal control methods found their
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tent numerical solutions to the associated OCP, ranging
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lies of methods, strategies capable of providing efficient
solutions to the WEC OCP can be found, guaranteeing
a well-posed solution, even under consideration of nonlin-
ear WEC dynamics, while exhibiting low computational
requirements.

Though effectively capable of producing an optimal law,
virtually all direct optimal control-based methods are im-
plemented based on a two-level control architecture (see
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schematically depicted in Fig. 1. In particular, the outer
loop acts as a ‘trajectory generator’, typically providing
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time interval, based upon an estimate of the so-called wave
excitation (i.e. the force exerted on the device due to the
incoming wave field), while the inner loop is in charge
of effectively tracking the computed reference in real-
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secure optimal energy absorption performance, even in the
presence of (potentially significant) modelling uncertainty.

Fig. 1. Typical two-level WEC control architecture.

Motivated by the inherent requirement of robust track-
ing control strategies to successfully implement energy-
maximisation, others authors utilised sliding mode control
(SMC) to track an optimal reference in the inner loop
(Wahyudie et al., 2013; Zhang and Li, 2020), obtaining
promising results. Nevertheless, classical first order SMC
may give rise to chattering, an undesired phenomenon
characterised by finite-frequency and finite-amplitude os-
cillations, due to the use of a discontinuous control action
applied to the first time derivative of the sliding variable
(Utkin and Lee, 2006), and particularly undesirable in
mechanical systems.

To reduce chattering, several innovative solutions have
been proposed over the years, with second order sliding
mode (SOSM) control one of the most widespread and
successful approaches (Levant, 1993; Bartolini et al., 1999;
Shtessel et al., 2013). In general terms, the discontinu-
ous action in SOSM techniques acts on the second time
derivative of the sliding variable, providing a smoother
control signal than that obtained via first order SMC.
Such control action represents a significant advantage to
the lifespan of system actuators (Shtessel et al., 2013). In
this paper, we utilise a Super-Twisting (ST) algorithm, to
accomplish the objective proposed robustly and with finite
time convergence to the optimal velocity profile given from
the outer loop.

Generation of the optimal reference (velocity) profile, in
the outer loop, is performed via the so-called moment-
based approach (Faedo et al., 2021a), incorporating both
the corresponding nonlinear WEC dynamics, and a non-
linear PTO efficiency function, describing the mechanical-
to-electrical conversion stage. With the same model, the
gains of the ST algorithm are calculated to guarantee
finite time convergence to the velocity reference and ro-
bust permanence of the trajectories of the system at the
optimal operation point, while dealing with hydrodynamic
uncertainty and perturbations.

The reminder of this paper is organised as follows. Section
2 presents the particular point absorber device considered
as a case study, while Section 3 describes the adopted
optimal reference generation strategy. Section 4 presents,
and describes, the design of the proposed SOSM control
algorithm for reference tracking, while Section 5 provides a
numerical appraisal of the performance obtained with the

proposed SOSM strategy. Finally, Section 6 summarises
the main conclusions of our study.

2. CONTROL-ORIENTED WEC DYNAMICS

The device considered throughout our paper is essentially
a heaving point absorber system, schematically illustrated
in Fig. 2, and inspired by that originally described in (Hals
et al., 2016). If we constrain the WEC system to move in
heave, the equation of motion can be written in terms of
a finite-dimensional system Σ given, for t ∈ R+, by the
following set of equations 2

Σ :

{
ẋ = f(x, ζ) = Ax+Bζ + g(x),

y = h(x) = Cx,
(1)

where the associated state-vector is x = [z ż ΓT]T, x(t) ∈
Rn, n = 2 + nr, with t → z(t) ∈ R the displacement
of the WEC system, and t → Γ(t) ∈ Rnr the state-
vector describing the fluid memory effects acting on the
device, i.e. we define the so-called radiation force in
terms of a linear, continuous-time, strictly proper, finite-
dimensional 3 system, written as

Σr :

{
Γ̇ = FΓ +Gy,

frad = HΓ,
(2)

with F ∈ Rnr×nr , λ(F ) ⊂ C<0, and (G,HT) ∈ Rnr ×Rnr .

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the point absorber WEC
device. Dimensions are in metres.

The map ζ = fe−u represents the total input force, where
t → fe(t) ∈ R is the external (uncontrollable) force exerted
by the waves on the hull of the WEC system, i.e. the wave
excitation force, while t → u(t) ∈ R denotes the (user-
supplied) control law, to be optimally designed such that
wave energy extraction is effectively maximised. The triple
(A,B,CT) ∈ Rn×n × Rn × Rn in (1) is defined by

A =

[
A0 −B0H
GC0 F

]
, B =

[
B0

0

]
, C =

[
C0 0

]
, (3)

together with

A0 =

[
0 1

−Mβr0 0

]
, B0 =

[
0
M

]
, C0 = [0 1] , (4)

where βr0 ∈ R+ is the so-called hydrostatic stiffness and

M = (M + µ∞)
−1 ∈ R+, with M the mass of the WEC

2 From now on, the dependence on t is dropped when clear from the
context.
3 See (Faedo et al., 2020b; Pérez and Fossen, 2008) for a formal
discussion on the properties associated with Σr.

system, and µ∞ the infinite frequency asymptote of the so-
called radiation added-mass (see e.g. Korde and Ringwood
(2016)).

The mapping g : Rn → Rn, which is exclusively composed
of terms characterising the nonlinear behaviour of system
Σ in (1), can be written as

g(x) =

[
g0(x)
0

]
, (5)

with g0 defined as

g0(x) =

[
0

M
(
−αvx2|x2|+ βr1x

2
1 + βr2x

3
1

)
]
, (6)

where the coefficient αv ∈ R+ represents nonlinear viscous
effects, derived via the so-called Morison equation (see
(Morison et al., 1950)), while the set {βr1 , βr2} ⊂ R defines
a polynomial representation of nonlinear restoring effects
(see (Faedo et al., 2021a; Hals et al., 2016)).

3. OPTIMAL REFERENCE GENERATION

As discussed throughout Section 1, WEC energy-maximising
control design procedures can be defined in terms of an
associated OCP 4 , which essentially aims to maximise the
energy absorbed from the wave field, i.e. the map

(u, y) →
∫

Ω

η(u, y)uy dτ, (7)

with Ω = [0, T ] ⊂ R+, y the output of (1), and where
η : R × R → [0, 1], (u, y) → η(u, y), denotes the so-
called PTO efficiency map, describing the mechanical-
to-electrical conversion stage efficiency. In particular, we
consider, in this paper, the efficiency function explicitly
used within the control benchmark case set by the Wave
Energy Control Competition (WECCCOMP) (see e.g.
Ringwood et al. (2019)), i.e.

η(u, y) =
µ2 − 1

2µ
sign(uy) +

µ2 + 1

2µ
, (8)

where µ ∈ [0, 1] is the so-called efficiency factor (which
corresponds to the product of the average efficiencies of
each potential PTO conversion stage). With the definition
of the control objective in (7), and the PTO conversion
efficiency map (8), the OCP can be formalised in terms of
the following infinite-dimensional problem:

max
(u,y)

∫

Ω

η(u, y)uy dτ,

subject to:

ẋ = Ax+Bζ + g(x), y = Cx = x2.

(9)

Within the particular control architecture exploited in this
paper, given an external excitation force fe, the objective is
first to produce an optimal velocity reference yo ≡ νref via
an appropriate solution of (9), to be tracked accordingly
by the inner loop designed in Section 4. To achieve such
an objective, we adopt the moment-based direct optimal
control approach proposed by Faedo et al. (2021a), which
transcribes the infinite-dimensional OCP (9) to a finite-
dimensional nonlinear program. We briefly describe the
steps towards computing such a moment-based solution in
the following paragraph.

4 The reader is referred to Liberzon (2011) for a formal treatment
of optimal control theory.

In line with the theoretical framework presented by Faedo
et al. (2021a), we begin by assuming that {fe, u} ⊂ L2(Ω)
and hence we adopt an implicit form representation for
the maps of both fe and u in (1) in terms of the following
signal generator

G :
{
θ̇ = Sθ, fe = Leθ, u = Luθ, (10)

with S ∈ Rι×ι, ι ∈ 2Z/0, such that λ(S) = {ȷpω0}ι/2p=1 ⊂
C0, and where the pair of matrices (S, ξ(0)) is reachable.
Given the nature of the state-transition map in (1), there
exists (Faedo et al., 2021b) a unique mapping M , locally
defined in a neighbourhood Θ of the origin of (10), such
that, for any fixed trajectory θ(t) ∈ Θ, the steady-state
output response of system (1) driven by (10), is yss =
M (θ(t)). Following (Faedo et al., 2021a), an approxima-
tion of the map M , for a given trajectory θ(t), can be
computed in terms of a finite-dimensional approximation
over the space spanned by the set F = {θp}ιp=1, i.e.

M (θ) ≈ Y θ, with Y T ∈ Rι computed via a Galerkin-like
procedure, for any ι sufficiently large. In particular, the
expansion coefficients Y are obtained as the solution of an
appropriate system of nonlinear equations

G(Y , Lu) = 0, (11)

with the map G : R1×ι → Rnι obtained via orthogonal
projection of a suitably defined residual function over
F , under the standard inner-product operation in L2(Ω).
With the definitions provided up until this point, we can
approximate the OCP (9) in terms of the following NP

(Y o, Lo
u) = arg max

(Π,Lu)

∫

Ω

η(Luθ, Y θ)Luθ (Y θ)
T
dτ,

subject to:

G(Y , Lu) = 0,

(12)

where the optimal velocity reference can be computed from
(12) as

yo ≡ νref = Y oθ. (13)

Note that the algebraic constraint in (12), introduced in
(11), ‘replaces’ the dynamical constraint in (9).

4. SOSM CONTROL DESIGN

In this section, we present a SOSM control design for
optimal reference tracking. This type of control forces
the state trajectories to evolve on a surface in the state
space, which ensures control objective accomplishment.
As mentioned in Section 1, SMC has certain properties
that make it particularly interesting for uncertain systems,
such as those arising from hydrodynamic modelling of
WECs. Among their characteristics, can be highlighted:
Finite time convergence to the designed surface in the state
space, system order reduction, and robustness against cer-
tain disturbances. SOSM inherits most of these properties
while acting on the second time derivative of the constraint
function σ(x), termed the sliding variable. SOSM works
with a continuous action over σ̇(x), weakening the effect of
chattering in the output, which provides greater accuracy.
Additionally, in some applications (namely, plants with
relative degree one with respect to σ), the resultant physi-
cal control input to the plant is continuous, contributing to
longer service life of the actuators (Levant, 1993; Bartolini
et al., 1999; Shtessel et al., 2013).
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4.1 Sliding Variable Definition

The sliding surface in the phase-plane is reached when
σ = 0. So, appropriate definition of the sliding variable
facilitates control objective achievement. In this paper, the
main objective is to maximise the wave energy capture of
the device. We achieve this maximal energy capture by
forcing the device to track the optimal velocity reference
generation proposed in Section 3. Then, the sliding vari-
able that will force robust tracking of the optimal reference
is:

σ(x) = νref − x2 (14)
where νref is the optimal velocity reference computed from
(13) and x2 is the state associated with the buoy velocity.

4.2 Objective Tracking Assurance

The sliding variable defined in (14) has relative degree one
with respect to the control input, u. Mainly for this reason,
the control algorithm selected here to accomplish the
control objective is the Super-Twisting (ST) algorithm.
This is one of the most widely used algorithms of the
SOSM family, and it is particularly intended for systems
with relative degree one (Hung et al., 1993; Fridman
and Levant, 2002). Among the advantages mentioned
earlier within this section, the ST algorithm synthesises
a continuous control action and does not require the
measurement of σ̇ in the control law, which makes it more
immune to output measurement noise.

The control law of the ST algorithm is composed of two
continuous terms (Levant, 1993):

u(t) = −β|σ(t)| 12 sign(σ(t))− α

∫ t

0

sign(σ(τ))dτ (15)

where β and α are the control gains. The tuning of the
Super-Twisting gains requires σ̈ to be expressed explicitly
in terms of u̇ as

σ̈ = λ(x, u) + γ(x)u̇. (16)

Consequently, differentiating σ twice:

σ̈ = ν̈ref +Mβr0x2 +H [Gx2 + Fx3]−Mḟe+

+M(−αv|x2|[Mβr0x1 +Hx3 −M(fe − u)+

+Md2(x)] + βr12x1x2 + βr2x
2
1x2)+

+Mu̇

(17)

it can be determined that γ = M, obtained from the
last term of (17), and that λ(x, u) covers the remaining
terms. After this subdivision, (17) can be straightforwardly
written as required in (16).

Then, to complete the ST controller design procedure,
functions λ(x, u) and γ must be bounded by means of three
positive constants Γm < ΓM and C such that

|λ(x, u)| ≤ C

Γm ≤ γ ≤ ΓM ,
(18)

taking into account disturbances and uncertainty bounds.

Finally, if the gains are selected so that they satisfy the
sufficient conditions

α >
C

Γm

β >

√
2 (αΓM + C)

Γm
,

(19)

then, finite-time convergence to σ = σ̇ = 0 and robust
SOSM operation are guaranteed, even in the presence of
disturbances and uncertainties considered in the compu-
tation of the bounds.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents a numerical appraisal of the perfor-
mance associated with the proposed SOSM strategy, for
the device presented in Section 2. The specific values for
the set of parameters describing (1) can be found in (Faedo
et al., 2021a). The device is assumed to be excited by an
irregular wave field, characterised by a JONSWAP spectral
density function (Hasselmann et al., 1973), with significant
wave height Hs = 2 m, peak period Tp = 8 s, and a
peak-enhacement parameter of γ = 3.3. The excitation
force, arising from the specific realisation considered for
the evaluation of the controlled performance, is shown in
Figure 3, and has a total time span of T ≈ 300 s. The
efficiency factor for the PTO system in equation (8) is set
to µ = 0.8, indicating 80% efficiency. Note that we assume
full knowledge of fe for the computation of the optimal
velocity profile (13) within the set Ω, aiming to ‘decouple’
the estimation problem for the results presented within
this section (Pena et al., 2020), which aims at assessing
the performance of the proposed tracking controller.

Fig. 3. Realisation of the excitation force utilised for
presenting the results.

Also, with the objective to create a challenging scenario
for the control tests, and demonstrate the robustness of
the proposed controller, we add parameter uncertainty
and perturbations that could appear in a typical WEC
control implementation. For parameter uncertainty, we
consider a 10% variation in the nominal mass of the device
(possible due to biofouling), a 15% variation in hydrostatic
stiffness βr0 and 20% uncertainty in the coefficients of
the radiation state matrix, Γ (both by possible modelling
errors). With these considerations, the ST controller gains
are designed following Section 4.2, considering uncertainty
and perturbations in the determination of the bounds
in (18). After that, the values obtained using (19) were
α = 1.5455× 106 and β = 1.0056× 106.

Moreover, in this section, we provide a comparison of
the performance of the designed SOSM controller against
the most ubiquitous tracking control scheme, namely a
Proportional-Integral (PI) controller, designed to execute
the best possible tracking of the velocity reference. The
gains we selected for this controller were P = 3.0496× 106

and I = 4.5140× 106.

The simulation starts with the device without the tracking
control activated up to t = 7.5 s. Then, in a particular

simulation for each controller (SOSM and PI), we connect
the control action in order to force the system to follow
the designed velocity reference and to observe the velocity
tracking performance when each controller is effectively
acting on the WEC. The behaviour of the system with
both controllers is shown in Fig. 4, where only the period
up to 40 s is shown, to highlight the convergence of the
velocity state to the reference and visualise, with greater
detail, the robustness and disturbance rejection behaviour
of each controller.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the ability to efficiently
track the reference (in solid red) of the ST algo-
rithm (dashed blue) and the PI controller (dot-dashed
black).

When the system is governed by the SOSM controller,
the trajectories converge in finite-time to the designed
surface in the phase-plane. That finite-time convergence
can be observed in Fig. 5. In this figure, the first 7.5 s
part, corresponding to the period where no control action
is applied to the buoy, can be observed using a dashed
line. Then, when the control is activated, the system
trajectory follows the characteristic convergence curve of
the super-twisting controller, which reaches, in finite-time,
the designed surface σ = σ̇ = 0, plotted using solid line.

Fig. 5. Super-Twisting convergence in the phase plot
σ - σ̇. The dashed lines represent the movement of the
system without control and the solid lines the system
trajectories under SOSM control.

Further expanding the analysis of the proposed controller,
we consider a perturbation that disturbs the system in
terms of a sudden appearance of a force of the type fm =
Kmx1, Km ∈ R+. This force emulates a sudden safety
restoring effect, potentially triggered by an extreme sea-
state event, increasing system stiffness. This perturbation
is set to affect the system at t = 30 s (see Fig. 6).

The finite-time convergence and reduced overshoot, com-
pared with the PI controller, and robustness of the SOSM
control technique (which, unlike the PI controller, can effi-
ciently reject the perturbation), can be observed in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Sudden appearance of a safety restoring force.

This figure plots the error (νref −x2) when each controller
is driving the buoy, with the ST controlled system error
shown using a dashed blue line, and the PI controlled
system error in dot-dashed black line. Axis a) shows the
convergence of the controllers to the reference, where it is
clear that the ST controller produces a lower overshoot,
and reaches the reference in less time than the PI. On the
other hand, subplots b) and c) show the response of each
controller to the restoring force disturbance (fm). Here,
unlike the ST controller, it is evident that the PI strategy
fails to keep the trajectories of the system at the reference
when under the influence of the disturbance due to fm.

Fig. 7. Error in tracking the reference for both controllers.
The error response with the ST controller is shown in
dashed blue, while the response with the PI controller
is black dash-dot.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the inherent necessity of robust tracking
control techniques to effectively achieve optimal perfor-
mance in WEC systems, we design, in this paper, a sec-
ond order sliding mode controller to robustly track an
optimal energy-maximising velocity profile for a nonlinear
point absorber WEC, computed via so-called moment-
based theory. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first application of SOSM control for a nonlinear heaving
point absorber system.

The SOSM control technique proposed is a Super-Twisting
algorithm, designed to intrinsically handle hydrodynamic
parameter uncertainty, and sudden perturbations. The
results presented in our paper show that the control
technique efficiently deals with uncertainty, exhibiting a
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control techniques to effectively achieve optimal perfor-
mance in WEC systems, we design, in this paper, a sec-
ond order sliding mode controller to robustly track an
optimal energy-maximising velocity profile for a nonlinear
point absorber WEC, computed via so-called moment-
based theory. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first application of SOSM control for a nonlinear heaving
point absorber system.

The SOSM control technique proposed is a Super-Twisting
algorithm, designed to intrinsically handle hydrodynamic
parameter uncertainty, and sudden perturbations. The
results presented in our paper show that the control
technique efficiently deals with uncertainty, exhibiting a
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significant robustness for each tested case, with finite time
convergence to the optimal reference and mild compu-
tational requirements. Also, better tracking results are
obtained when compared against a reference PI controller.
Hence the ST is an ideal candidate for real-time energy-
maximising control of WEC systems. Future work will
assess the performance of the proposed controller in an
experimental environment.
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